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1. Background	
 

Prior to the Municipal election in October 2018, RMOW staff had undertaken a review of potential legacy 
lands development sites to assess suitability, capacity, and cost to develop for resident-restricted housing.  
The conclusion of that study identified Parcel A as the most practical and cost-effective location to 
consider the next WHA rental project.  In November 2018 RMOW staff requested WDC take the lead on 
advancing the necessary planning and associated consultant co-ordination to develop a plan for Parcel A.   

 
The objective was to design a building that will become a stable long-term rental building for the WHA and 
continue to expand the growing WHA portfolio to meet the needs of the WHA rental waitlist.  The WHA 
have recently developed four rental projects that have received BC Housing and/or CMHC grants and low 
interest loans.  In the event that grant funding was no longer available to subsidize rental housing, WDC 
recognized that the project also needed to appeal to the WHA ownership waitlist.  No resident-restricted 
ownership product has been developed to address the growing demand, and preference, for over 800 
Whistler households in the last decade (Since Cheakamus Crossing Phase 1, and the Rainbow 
Development) 

 

2. Overview	of	project	
 

Description and Project Summary 

The two Parcel A buildings offers a range of unit types that appeal to a wide variety of households, 
including singles, couples, single parent families, families with dependents, and seniors.  The unit designs 
are influenced by feedback from existing WHA tenants, WHA staff, WHA property management, 
contractors and consultants charged with designing an efficient and cost-effective building.  The design 
also had regular critique from the active Developers who sit on the WDC Board. 

The final design has been presented to the Whistler Advisory Design Panel and received very positive 
feedback and support.  All apartment units include a large storage area plumbed for a washer/dryer, and 
an outside patio or deck.  Elevations, typical floor plans, floor plates are presented below: 

 

 

Building A, South (Street Elevation) 
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Typical unit plans 

 

Building B, South West Elevation (Street view) 
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Building A, 46 Units, with an internal common gathering space on the Fourth Floor 

 

Building B, 54 Units, with an internal common gathering space on the Fourth Floor 
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In May 2020 BC Housing announced the latest RFP for potential funding to support affordable housing 
projects under the Community Housing Fund.  Unlike recent initiatives, this fund is structured to target 
deeper levels of affordability for families and seniors.  20% of units must be offered at a Province wide 
“Deep Subsidy” rental rate, irrespective of unit size.  For Parcel A this requirement penalizes the large, 
liveable floor plans.  50% of units are further constrained by BC Housing’s estimate of regional “Rent 
Geared to Income” (RGI) rates, which are estimated at rates lower than recent WHA RGI rental rates, 
and the rates used by the WHA in the 1330 Clourburst proforma.  The remaining 30% of units are 
unrestricted, to help offset the “Deep Subsidy” rates.  In other jurisdictions that 30% would most likely 
be full market rental rates.  For Whistler, and the WHA, the unrestricted 30% will likely be rented to 
employees who are at the top end of qualified household income brackets by household type. 

BC Housing, to encourage larger rental apartments, has increased the available subsidy to support 
two, and three, bedroom units.  1330 Cloudburst received a subsidy of $100,000 per door, irrespective 
of size.  The new program increases the potential subsidy for Parcel A from $10,000,000 to 
$12,100,000.  The table 1.0 below summarizes the total number of units, by type and size in Buildings 
A & B, and the maximum BC Housing Grant available.  A copy of the RFP Announcement can be found 
in Appendix E. 

 

Table 1.0, Potential BC Housing Grant Summary 
 

Project Budget 

The comparison table (Table 1.1) illustrates how the proposed Parcel A budget compares to the nearly 
complete 1330 Cloudburst (1330) project.  The 1330 budget was recently updated to account for the 
progress and costs to date, relative to the original $14.7M budget.  Durfeld Constructors have 
completed a thorough review of the costs to complete the project and have reduced the remaining 
contingency amount relative to the scope of work not included in existing fixed price contracts.  1330 
is now anticipated to be substantially complete by the end of 2020, with a hand over date expected in 
early February. 

The Parcel A budget includes 140 specific budget categories in 22 divisions.  It is an estimate, that will 
be further refined as prices are received from sub-trades in the coming months.  The Architectural, 
Structural, Mechanical, Electrical and Civil drawings will be “Issued for Tender” in late September.  
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Final co-ordination of the drawing set is well under way and WDC’s construction team is currently 
preparing a list of preferred contractors and sub-contractors to gauge interest, availability and 
competitive tender pricing.   

Similar to 1330, the goal is to have at least 80% of the project budget confirmed by fixed-price 
contracts prior to initiating any major work.  There are however preliminary site preparations that will 
need to proceed on an hourly basis to ensure the site is accessible, secure, powered (BC Hydro, 
construction service) and staged ready for an efficient project initiation. 

 

Table 1.1, Preliminary Parcel A Construction Budget 

Although preliminary, the comparison budget does illustrate a couple of items worth noting.  Parcel A 
is 283% larger than 1330, even though it only has 2.2x as many apartments.  This is because the 
apartment mix includes a higher percentage of larger units.  Consequently, there are fewer service 
connections, kitchens and mechanical demands relative to the gross square feet of construction.  
Parcel A’s two buildings are also utilizing shared electrical and mechanical rooms, located in the 
connecting underground parkade, reducing the cost of duplicated equipment.  The two buildings are 
nearly identical, reducing the amount of consultant time to complete the design and documentation, 
resulting in a saving of 40% of consultant fees.  Similarly, the economies of scale have a material 
advantage to soft costs and other fixed expenses. The budget does however include significant 
additional “soft costs” required for the BC Housing Application (Legal & finance fees, Interest expense, 
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Insurance). This report carries these budget costs in the financial analysis even though it is quite likely 
the final cost will be less. 

WDC has budgeted to project manage the project at cost, reducing the relative cost from 1330 by 
nearly 50% on a square foot basis.  Additionally, recent price increases in lumber and plywood have 
been assumed to normalize by the start of framing in spring 2021.  Finally, consistent with BC Housing 
application criteria, the budget includes a 10% contingency.  In reality, 1330 budgeted $1,050,000 for 
cash allowances and contingency and only will to use $75,000 to cover unforeseen circumstances, 
mostly related to COVID-19.  WDC includes the $3,454,090 contingency for BC Housing purposes only. 

 

Rental Rates, and Demand 

As will be described later, it is both WDC’s and WHA’s intention to make every effort to attract 
substantial financial assistance from BC Housing and CMHC to support the development of Parcel A as 
a rental building.  While construction cost and interest rates are reasonably well known and 
predictable, rental demand and rental rates are a complex assumption primarily due to COVID-19. 

COVID-19 related income and rental subsidies provided to employees and landlords have likely 
masked the real impact of the pandemic, particularly as it relates to service industry employment and 
income stability of many WHA tenants, and potential tenants on the WHA Rental Waitlist. That being 
said, as of July 2020 WHA’s rental waitlist continues to grow, and currently has 1,198 applicants. 
 
Table 2.0 below illustrates the current relationship between WHA rental rates and competing market 
rates by unit type.  The comparison does not take into account the broad range of rental units 
available, or the quality of design, location, accessibility, parking or state of repair.  Parcel A apartment 
plans, amenities, underground parking, and long-term rental security appears exceptional value when 
compared to the current alternatives offered on craigslist or facebook. 

 

Table 2.0, WHA rental rates compared to advertised rates for market rental units 

Analysis of short-term tourism accommodation leakage into residential use is not considered as part 
of this analysis, although based on a quick scan of current vacant listings it doesn’t appear to be 
substantial. The impact of any leakage is contained in the analysis of WHA rental compared to 
advertised market rental rates, which clearly demonstrates that in recent years there has been a 
significant shift from long-term tenants to nightly rentals, based on the significant decline in 
availability.  Prior to the growth in tourism between 2015-2019 there was less of a spread between 
WHA and market rates. Chart 2.1 below shows a dramatic drop in rates following the 2010 Olympics 
due in part to the departure of a large construction workforce required to build the Olympic facilities, 
and the universal decline in tourism due to the Global Economic Crisis of 2008.  Secondly, and 
probably most impactful, was over 400+ Whistler families who were able to move to the newly 
created neighbourhood’s of Cheakamus Crossing and Rainbow.  
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Chart 2.1, Advertised Market Rental Rates (WHA research) 

In addition to monitoring rental units supply and rates, the WHA also conduct an annual Housing 
Needs Assessment to gauge the needs of local employers, and to monitor housing occupancy relative 
to the community’s goal to house 75% of the resort workforce locally.  Tables 2.2 and 2.3 below show 
a corresponding trend of rental rates with the growing full-time equivalent workforce.  COVID-19 will 
impact employee demand and achievable rental rates in the short-term. The significant gap between 
market rental rates and WHA rates provides this project with important insulation from uncertain 
market conditions until the resort business returns to more traditional business levels. 
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Table 2.2, WHA Annual Needs Assessment of Resort Employment Demand 

 

 

Table 2.3, Comparison of Post-Olympic (Market) rental rates compared to FTE employee growth 

COVID-19 does appear, anecdotally, to be having a corresponding and opposing impact on both the 
rental and ownership housing demand.  The theory being that many employers, employees and self-
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employed have realized working remotely is not only viable, but potentially more cost-effective.  
Technology, open space and lifestyle now make Whistler a very attractive alternative to regional, 
national and international migrants.  Potential growth and corresponding housing demand will 
support rental rate stability, but it may also accelerate employee housing challenges by displacing 
existing employees who are unable to compete for available market inventory.  COVID-19 has 
emphasized the importance of monitoring changing market factors and their impact on rental rates. 
The following Whistler market factors are important to pay attention to: 

• The impact of increased local (rental) population working remotely 
• The impact of increased local (ownership) population working remotely 
• National/Provincial migration trends, moving from urban areas 
• Regional vs International tourism trends 
• Employment rates relating to tourism demand 

 

Table 2.4 below compares market rental rates with the growth of single-family residential property 
values in Whistler.  Not surprisingly, as values have grown, rental rates have followed, with the 
exception of recent adjustments identified in the WHA Chart 2.1.   As of September 2020, the Whistler 
Real Estate market has seen a dramatic increase in both sales and median prices for single family 
houses. A disproportionally high percentage could be viewed as teardowns, further accelerating the 
loss of potential rental properties and suites. Anecdotally, the majority of buyers have been Canadian.  
Once international borders are open Whistler may also experience renewed demand from 
International investors. 

 

Table 2.4, Market Rental Rates compared to Single Family house sale trends 

The 2019 WHA Needs Assessment indicates employment demand may have peaked in 2018.  Table 
2.2 also shows actual FTE growth of 4,500, or 38%, between 2010-2017.  During that same period not 
one unit of employee housing was added to the rental inventory.  Not surprisingly Chart 2.1 indicates 
rental rates for 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom and 3 bedroom units nearly doubled during the same period.  
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One consideration when contemplating the 4,500 additional jobs and estimating housing demand is 
the fact that Whistler does not have a reliable method to measure the effect of seasonal and 
temporary foreign workers (holiday working visas) have on non-WHA housing inventory.  For instance, 
Whistler Blackcomb (WB) grew from approximately 3,000 employees post-Olympics to nearly 5,000 
employees and volunteers in recent years.  Many of those employees would have been foreign 
workers who do not register in demographic metrics such as census, MSP data, Provincial employment 
estimates and WHA waitlist data, because they do not qualify. To house the growing number of the 
annual winter returnees and new employees between 2015-2019 Whistler Blackcomb resorted to 
renting market houses, townhouses, suites and apartments. This increase in employees had a 
dramatic impact on rental rates, and pretty much absorbed any available inventory – forcing 
independent employees to pay high rates and share over-crowded accommodation. Until there is full 
recovery, many resort businesses will continue to modify their operating hours and/or service levels, 
reducing employee demand and therefore some household incomes. Whistler will probably see a 
number of businesses consolidate, and unfortunately, some will fail.   Therefore, there will be little 
pressure on (currently) normalized market rental rates until the resort is back to 2017-2019 business 
levels.  The 2021 WHA Needs Assessment will be useful in understanding the impact of COVID-19 on 
available staff relative to housing needs. 

Covid-19 impacts on the WHA waitlist will vary based on employment. In Table 2.5 below, industries 
like construction, education, medical services and government (RMOW, Provincial, Federal etc) are 
anticipated to have little income disruption.  Industries directly tied to the resort business (hotels, 
restaurants, village retail etc), who are already experiencing significant disruption and uncertainly, and 
assumed to have direct impact.  The WHA rental application process only recently started asking for 
self-reported household incomes, consequently at this time it is hard to distinguish what waitlist 
applicants require in terms of housing to meet household needs, and what they can afford relative to 
expectations.  Table 2.5 approximates average household incomes from the 26% of applicants who 
have provided income information.  It is also worth noting 158 applicants already live in WHA 
inventory, leaving a net demand of 1,043 potential tenants, families or groups.  

 

Table 2.5, WHA Rental Waitlist summarized by employment and estimated household income 

Because the most recent BC Housing funded projects require Rent Geared to Income (RGI) 
agreements, it is important to consider short to medium term impacts in employee household 
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incomes.  If incomes decline, so potentially could rental income.  While the WHA has the opportunity 
to select tenants by varying eligibility criteria, such as household income, it would be unreasonable to 
assume any policy would ignore many of the waitlist have been patiently waiting for housing to 
become available, regardless of their income level.  Therefore, one must assume rental rates will 
follow the median changes in income of all rental households.   

Table 2.4 above, and Table 2.6 below demonstrates that using RGI rates equivalent to 30% of 
household income, a single person household earning $36,000 can afford $10,800 in annual rent, or 
$900/month.  This would enable renting a WHA studio, or if sharing with one other single or couple, a 
two bedroom unit @ $1,800/month.   A couple earning a combined income of $48,000 can afford a 
one bedroom apartment @ $1,200/month.  At the higher end of the income range is a couple or 
family earning an average of $72,000 per year, can afford a two or three bedroom apartment @ 
$1,800+ per month.  Assuming 1330 Clourburst will absorb 45 households already on the rental 
waitlist, of the remaining 1,153 households it’s reasonable to assume there is more than enough 
demand to occupy the 100 units proposed in Parcel A. 

In recent years the RMOW Economic Development team have compiled substantial family and income 
data.  Unfortunately, available census and income data includes community wide averages and 
medians.  It is impossible to differentiate households or individuals who qualify for, and need, WHA 
rental accommodation.  Similarly, it is impossible to distinguish between existing WHA rental tenants, 
and the current waitlist of applicants, other than the recent applications.  Table 2.6 below summarizes 
average self-reported household incomes.  When compared to provincially reported Whistler 
household incomes (Table 2.7), the WHA incomes are consistently lower.  Compared against the 
highest market rental rates in 2019, WHA rental rates appear deeply discounted and meeting a critical 
need.  Compared against current (reduced) market rental rates, WHA rates are still 38%-45% lower 
(Table 2.0 earlier), which suggest there is a reason why the number of qualified applicants for WHA 
rental inventory continues to grow. 

 

Table 2.6, Average Incomes and RGI rental estimates from 26% of waitlist applicants 
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Table 2.7, Recent Provincial summary of estimated housing expense relative to Household Income 

The range of average rental rates considered in the five Parcel A rental scenarios are summarized in 
Table 2.8 below.  In general Scenario one mirrors the WHA application to BC Housing in response to 
the latest RFP.  Scenario 2 considers worst case COVID-19 outcomes and assumes that the lowest 
rents charged since 2010 are a reasonable proxy.  Note the average rates are lower than the BC 
Housing RFP suggested rates for 1-bedroom units, and slightly higher for the eight 3-bedroom units 
available. Scenario 3 considers a slightly modified Whistler version on deep subsidy rents, based on 
the lowest self-reported household incomes from the current rental waitlist, and average RGI 
assumptions for 50% of the inventory.  This scenario is considered because BC Housing reviews local 
market conditions in the follow up negotiations with applicants, as has been the case with the last 
three projects.  The suggested rates seem conservative under current COVID-19 circumstances. 

Scenario 4 considers rental rates similar to rents recently accepted by BC Housing and CMHC to 
support the viability of the last three WHA rental projects.  Comparable 1-bedroom rates range 
between $1,276 to $1,575, 2-bedroom rates between $1,421 to $1,985 and 3-bedroom rates from 
$1,587 to $2,325.   

Scenario 5 considers 100% RGI rates based on the strength of the current waitlist and the number of 
available units relative to the corresponding demand for each unit type.  It assumes Parcel A will be 
the most attractive WHA Rental building and the rents reflect potential demand. 

 

Table 2.8, Weighted Average Monthly Rental Rates for Proforma Scenarios 

All of the proforma rental rates are substantially below market and offer varying levels of affordability.    
Refer to appendix C for additional detail on each of the rental scenarios considered. 
 

	
 

Financing: Rental Building Scenarios	
 

The total capital cost for the development of Parcel A is estimated at $38M or $406 per square foot 
(including a 10% contingency). 
 
Prior to considering the detailed cashflow analysis of Parcel A, it should be noted that Parcel D3 
(Identified on the proposed Subdivision, Plan 3.0) could be subdivided into 17 market lots for sale, to 
reduce the interim capital required to complete Parcel A.  The incremental cost to extend the Mt Fee 
Road, connect a 300mm water line to the end of Madeley Place and service Lots B, C, D1, D2 and D3 is 
approximately $5.0M.   The expected gross income from the market lots, based in feedback by a 
number of respected Whistler realtors, is $20.4M.  After expenses WDC is budgeting net income of 
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$15.0M.  The timing of that income very much depends on zoning approval and preparation of a 
detailed “disclosure statement”, in order to be able to offer the lots for pre-sale.  Sale income requires 
final serviced lot delivery.  The timing of delivering finished lots, ready for a building permit application 
and house construction, very much affects the cashflow to support the development of Parcel A.  
Please refer to Cashflow Scenarios 2b and 3b in Appendix D to consider the benefits on accelerating 
the development of Parcel D3. 
 
Through the “Community Land Bank Agreement”, “Municipal Services Agreement”, and the 
“Declaration of Bare Trust and Agency Agreement”, WDC has the legal authority to develop and sell a 
limited amount of market development to support affordable housing initiatives.  And under the 
Crown Transfer Covenant (BA311773) registered on title of the upper lands, the RMOW and WDC, 
under section 3.1c have the express right to “site preparation work including, without limitation, tree 
removal and excavation, and installation of all servicing associated with or necessary for uses 
described in (a) or (b) or associated with or necessary for the development of Affordable Employee 
Housing as defined in the CLB (Community Land Bank Agreement).  WDC intends to start site 
preparation in the fall of 2020 as per the approved 2020 Operating Budget, with funds supplied via 
OAP contributions. 
 

 
Plan 3.0, Proposed subdivision of the Cheakamus Crossing Upper Lands (Remainder Parcel A) 
 
If buildings A and B are operated entirely as affordable rental buildings the property could be eligible 
for up to $16.1M in grants ($12.1M from BC Housing, $2M CMHC and $2M provincial infrastructure 
grants).  Additionally, based on the cash flows under the lowest rental revenue scenarios considered 
buildings A & B would be eligible for at least a $23M commercial mortgage using a 1.1x debt service 
coverage ratio which has been suggested by RBC.   The commercial mortgage loan likely would not be 
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available until construction is complete and units are rented.  As a result, interim funding by way of a 
construction loan, borrowing from the RMOW, borrowing against other WHA assets and/or 
accelerated market lot sales from Parcel D3 would be needed to fund the two-year construction 
phase.   
 
As described earlier under “Rental Rates” WDC has considered a number of operating scenarios for 
the completed Parcel A buildings.  Table 3.1 summarizes the potential carrying capacity of 100 rental 
apartments.  The “Mortgage Calculation from Proforma” line is directly from the tables in Appendix 1 
and 2.  An additional mortgage line has been added at the bottom of the table to account for the 
surplus operating income realized when the DSC ratio is not applied.  This assumes a financial 
institution would consider the whole WHA portfolio with respect to the DSC ratio, and could consider 
a slightly higher mortgage on Parcel A because the WHA’s portfolio surplus could potentially cover any 
cashflow disruption to Parcel A.  Currently the WHA portfolio demonstrates a DSC exceeding 1.4. 

 

 
Table 3.1, Summary Table of operating budgets and associated mortgage capacity, 100 rental units 

 
Please refer to Appendix A for the five detailed proforma’s, including proposed rental rate 
assumptions, that are summarized in the rental income line in Table 3.1 above.  As described under 
“Rental Rates”, Table 1 (of the five scenario’s above) mirrors the WHA Grant Application cashflows.  
Table 2 assumes COVID-19 medium-term affordability conditions.  Table 3 assumes a soft and 
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competitive rental market.  Table 4 assumes post-COVID-19 conditions as the resort business 
improves and income/job security normalizes, and Table 5 assumes Parcel A is desirable and charges 
RGI rates similar to recent new WHA Buildings.  Note, assuming at least $12.1M of BC Housing Grants, 
tables 4 and 5 require no additional WHA equity to support the short-term viability of Parcel A as a 
rental asset. 

 
WDC has also considered the possibility that due to recent COVID-19 demands on Provincial and 
Federal reserves and borrowing capacity, the amount of Grant funds provided to Affordable Housing 
Initiatives may be scaled back.  Under this potential scenario, WDC has considered a refined cashflow 
model whereby Building A, the first building to be completed, would remain a WHA rental building, 
and Building B would be sold to the WHA Waitlist.  Table 3.2 below summarizes the reduced income 
and potential mortgage debt available for 46 rental apartments, under the same five scenario’s 
contemplated for the full 100 units of rental housing.  
 
Scenario 6 contemplates no BC Housing or CMHC Grant funding.  It assumes Building A is an attractive 
rental asset that would attract higher than average household incomes on the rental waitlist, to 
support a substantially larger mortgage than scenario’s 1-5.  It also shows that a nominal amount of 
additional equity would be required by the WHA or WDC to support operating cashflows, at least in 
the first number of years. 
 

 
Table 3.2, Summary Table of operating budgets and associated mortgage capacity, 46 rental units 
 
Please refer to Appendix B for the five detailed proforma’s, including proposed rental rate 
assumptions, that are summarized in the rental income line in Table 3.1 above.  Similar to the 
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comparison of the 100 unit scenario’s, the higher assumed rents in Table 4 and 5 demonstrate the 
ability to support larger mortgages, and require no additional equity from the WHA. 
 
Please note there are two mortgage assumptions in each of the scenarios in Table 3.1 and 3.2 above. 
The “Mortgage Calculation from Proforma” comes directly from the proformas in Schedule A - which 
calculates the maximum mortgage available from net cashflow, including a Debt Service Coverage 
(DSC) ratio of 1.1.  The second estimated maximum mortgage (shaded in blue) is calculated on the 
operating budget without a debt service coverage ratio being applied to the specific scenario.  This 
approach is considered because more than likely any take-out loan being provided to the WHA would 
most likely consider the complete WHA Rental Asset Portfolio, when considering the maximum loan.  
Currently the WHA Portfolio demonstrates a DSC exceeding 1.4. 

 

	
Financing:	Ownership	Building	Scenarios	
 

As considered above under Rental Building Scenarios, there is the potential of reduced Provincial or 
Federal funding for Affordable Housing Projects.  WDC has considered that one potential outcome is 
sufficient financial support is available to enable Building A as a WHA rental asset only.  Under this 
scenario, Building B (54 apartment units) would be sold to the WHA Ownership waitlist.   
 
To compare the depth of the ownership waitlist, and the possible demand for the size of units 
proposed for Parcel A, WDC has reviewed the available information and concluded the demand for 
ownership units is strong.  This is also supported by the fact that no (0) ownership units have been 
built and offered for sale since Cheakamus Crossing and Rainbow were developed a decade ago. 
 
Table 3.2 below considers the 824 qualified families currently on the WHA Ownership Waitlist.  WDC 
has considered a similar COVID-19 filter to the ownership waitlist as the rental waitlist, described 
earlier.  If COVID-19 travel and tourism decisions continue to impact the Whistler Resort through to 
the end of 2022 it is not unreasonable to assume some Whistler households will be financially 
impacted by the lack of Resort business.  However, when looking at the list of over 1,200 qualified 
employees (and their 400 dependents) it is hard to imagine, based on the approved mortage levels, 
that there wouldn’t be enough interest in either 46 or 100 units of ownership housing.  Particularly 
when considering long-term interest rates are at historically low levels, which may in some way offset 
a reduction in household incomes.  Even with the suggested industry impacts on applicants average 
approved purchase price, the last column in Table 3.2 shows a vast majority of the waitlist can afford 
$300,000 one bedroom apartments, $400,000 two bedroom apartments, and $475,000 three 
bedroom apartments. 
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Table 3.2, Summary of WHA Ownership Waitlist, arranged by Employment Category 
 
Table 3.3 below summarizes the potential income from selling either 46 or all 100 Parcel A apartment 
units to the Ownership wailist.  The income assumed is used for the various cashflow scenario’s to 
follow. 

 

 
Table 3.3, Suggested prices and potential income from selling Parcel A apartments 
 
The potential sale of both Building A and B would generate $38.7M, enough to repay 100% of the 
construction debt required to develop the project.  The tables in Appendix C approximate the likely 
timing of that cashflow, based on the critical path of building construction and likely date of 
completion.  Due to the complexity and timing of staging the parkade structure it is assumed Building 
B will likely trail Building A by at least three months, completing in the fall of 2022. 
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3. Parcel	A	Affordable	Housing	Capital	Scenarios	
 

WDC has completed a variety of capital funding scenarios to demonstrate that Parcel A can be 
completed with net positive cash and operated at affordable rental rates while sufficiently covering 
operating costs and debt servicing costs.  In all of the financial scenarios any funding required from the 
RMOW to complete Parcel A is expected to be recovered within two years from the commencement 
of construction of Parcel A.  Below we present six possible financial scenarios that illustrate the range 
of opportunities associated with the development of Parcel A.  Refer to the Appendix C for details in a 
table format and WDC Parcel A Analysis Workbook for additional details. 

 

 
Table 4.0, Comparison table of Capital Scenario’s described below 

 
Capital Scenario 1a includes the following assumptions:  
- Building A & B fully rented (100 units) to WHA rental waitlist using lowest rental rate assumptions 
- $16.1M in grants are received (BC Housing @ $12.1M, CMHC @ $2M, Infrastructure @ $2M)  
- $23.0M in commercial mortgage debt (Cashflow scenarios 1 – 5 range between $22.25 - $28.0M) 
- Parcel D3 lots sold for gross proceeds of $20.4M in 24 months 
Scenario 1a concludes $17.68M in net cash inflow after construction, sales and financings are 
complete and will require approximately $14.5M in interim financing to complete construction (Refer 
to Appendix C).  Appendix A illustrates that the lowest rental income assumptions can service the debt 
costs associated with the commercial mortgage on Buildings A & B.  
 
Scenario 1b includes all of the same assumptions as scenario 1a except assumes that the $2.0M 
infrastructure grant is not received.  Scenario 1b conclusions illustrate $15.68M in net cash inflow 
after construction, sales and financings are complete and will require approximately $16.5M in interim 
financing to complete construction (Refer to Appendix C).  Appendix A illustrates that the lowest 
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rental income assumptions can service the debt costs associated with the commercial mortgage on 
Buildings A & B. 
 

Capital Scenario 2a includes the following assumptions: 
-  Building A is rented and Building B is sold to WHA ownership waitlist 
-  $6.4M in grants are received (BC Housing @ $5.4M, CMHC @ $1M)  
-  $10.5M in commercial mortgage debt (Cashflow scenarios 1 – 6 range between $10.5 - $15.0M) 
-   Parcel D3 lots sold for gross proceeds of $20.4M in 24 months  
Scenario 2a concludes $16.88M in net cash inflow after construction, sales and financings are 
complete and will require approximately $23.1M in interim financing to complete construction (Refer 
to Appendix C).  Appendix B illustrates that the lowest rental income assumptions can service the debt 
costs associated with the commercial mortgage on Buildings A. 

 

Capital Scenario 2b includes the following assumptions: 
-  Building A is rented and Building B is sold to WHA ownership waitlist 
-  $0.0M grants from either BC Housing or CMHC  
-  $14.0M in commercial mortgage debt (Cashflow scenarios 3 – 6 range between $13.0 - $15.0M) 
-  RGI rental rates are higher than 2a, allowing the increased Building A take-out loan 
-  Parcel D3 lots sold for gross proceeds of $20.4M in 18 months  
 

Scenario 2b concludes $13.93M in net cash inflow after construction, sales and financings are 
complete and will require approximately $20.5M in interim financing to complete construction (Refer 
to Appendix C).  To achieve lot sales in 18 months, this scenario contemplates an accelerated 
completion of Mt Fee Road and associated civil services to enable sale of market lots in Q4 2021, as 
opposed to Q2 2022.  Appendix B illustrates that rental rates intended to attract the higher income 
waitlist applicants can service the debt costs associated with the commercial mortgage on Buildings A.  
The reason scenario 2b requires additional equity, or debt on other WHA assets is that the proposed 
rental rates are insufficient to carry the project alone, even with increased rental rates compared to 
scenario 1. 
 
Capital Scenario 3a includes the following assumptions: 
-  Building A & B are sold to WHA ownership waitlist 
-  No grants are received & no commercial mortgages after construction 
-  Parcel D3 lots sold for gross proceeds of $20.4M in 24 months  
Scenario 3a concludes $17.28M in net cash inflow after construction & Sales are complete and will 
require approximately $28.5M in interim financing to complete construction (Refer to Appendix C).   
 

Capital Scenario 3b includes the following assumptions: 
-  Building A & B are sold to WHA ownership waitlist  
-  No grants are received & no commercial mortgages after construction 
-  Parcel D3 lots sold for gross proceeds of $20.4M in 18 months 
Scenario 3b concludes $17.28 M in net cash inflow after construction & Sales are complete and will 
require approximately $20.5M in interim financing to complete construction (Refer to Appendix A).   
To achieve lot sales in 18 months, this scenario contemplates an accelerated completion of Mt Fee 
Road and associated civil services to enable sale completion of market lots in Q4 2021, as opposed to 
Q2 2022.  The positive cashflow substantially reduces the need for construction financing through the 
winter or 2021/2022. 

 
Refer to appendix A for a summary of the cash flows for each of the 100 unit capital scenarios above 
over the two-year period from construction start date to construction completion and rental/sale 
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transactions.  In each case some interim financing will be required to fund the upfront construction 
costs.  This interim financing is expected to be recovered once the project is complete in two years 
through sales and/or a commercial mortgage refinancing transaction.  As noted above this interim 
financing can be accessed through multiple sources, including a construction loan, loan from the 
RMOW, loan from other WHA assets or potentially accelerated sales market lots from Parcel D3.  
 
Refer to appendix B for a summary of the cash flows for each of the 46 unit capital scenarios above. 
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4 Next	Steps	&	Decision	Timeline	
 

It is suggested that the decision on Parcel A and the optimal financing and rent vs. sell scenario is 
made in late February 2021 once there is a clear indication from BC Housing and CMHC as the extent 
of grant funding available.  Secondly, 1330 Cloudburst will have been rented, and there will be new 
information regarding the strength and affordability of the rental waitlist, and how COVID-19 is 
impacting employment and income levels at that time.  Thirdly, WDC can refine financing options and 
confirm possibly interest rate impacts on the proforma scenarios presented in Appendix A and B.   
Finally, there may be more information as to the timing of the Infrastructure Grant Application.   
 
There is no reason to delay the progress on the market lots, as evidenced by the positive impact on 
cashflow lot sales will have prior to the completion of Parcel A. 

 
In terms of next steps and timeline the following key milestones are suggested: 
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5	 Appendices	
 

Appendix	A:		Scenario	Cash	Flow	Summary,	Operating,	100	units	
The following proforma cashflows include three standard assumption.   

1. A building cost of $37,004,904, including contingency, DCC’s and construction interest expense 
2. A 1% vacancy rate, due to the very large waitlist of potential tenants, and historically low turnover 
3. Mortgage term of 25 years (300 months) with an interest rate of 2.25% 
4. A preferential Debt Service Coverage of 1.1 

 

Rental Scenario # 1:  Table 1, as per the BC Housing Grant Application 

Includes the following rental assumptions: 

1) Deep Subsidy Rates (“DS”) are province wide rental rates required for the BC Housing Grant (BCH).  
Rental rates for 20% of the building’s units must be set at the DS rate.  The provincial DS rate is 
approximately 10% of estimated pre-tax incomes for households on the WHA waitlist.  See Appendix D for 
the BC Housing prescribed rates.  Note there is no indicative rates for Whistler specifically. 
2) Rent Geared to Income (“RGI”) assumes annual rent is equal to approximately 30% of estimated 
annual income of average WHA waitlist members before tax. In scenario 1 we have assumed 50% of the 
units are rented at the RGI rate.  Table 1 uses the suggested Lower Mainland rates provided by BCH. 
3) Premium Rent Geared to Income (“PR”) assume annual rent is equal to approximately 30% of 
estimated annual income of above average WHA waitlist members before tax. PR rates are aligned with 
WHAs highest rental rates.   In scenario 1 we have assumed 30% of the units are rented at the PR rate. 
Under the BCH RFP, this 30% are assumed to be “Market Rents” to offset the DS rates.  It is assumed the 
WHA would not rent to non-qualified employees, even if they could pay a higher rent.  Hence the 
“Premium” category of qualified waitlist employees. 
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Rental Scenario # 2: Similar to Table 1, except assuming DS and RGI relative the WHA waitlist profile 

Includes the following rental assumptions: 

1. DS rental rate increased from rental scenario # 1 to approximated 15% of income and 20% of units by 
type are set at this DS rate.  The assumption being BCH would accept this DS rental rate based on the 
lowest income households who quality for WHA housing 

2. RGI rates at 30% percent of income and 50% of units by type are set at this rate.  Again, this is 
assuming BCH would accept the proposed (historically) low rates, based on the WHA waitlist 

3. PR rental rates set at the lowest market rates in the since the Olympics.   
(Except for the two 3-bedroom units) 

 
 

Rental Scenario # 3, Includes BCH DS rates, and using historically moderate WHA RGI rates 

Includes the following rental assumptions: 
1. DS rental rate set at provincial rate to be eligible for the BC Housing Grant approximated 10% of 

Whistler income and 20% of units by type are set at this DS rate. 
2. RGI rates at approximately 30% percent of income and 50% of units by type are set at this rate, based 

on the existing WHA rental waitlist 
3. PR rental rates set at 30% percent of above average WHA applicant incomes. In scenario # 3, 30% of 

the units by type are set at this rate.  Assumed Parcel A Premium units are attractive to the waitlist. 
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Rental Scenario # 4, Includes Whistler DS rates, and normalized RGI waitlist  

 Includes the following rental assumptions: 

1. DS rental rate increased from rental scenario # 1 to approximated 15% of income and 20% of units by 
type are set at this DS rate.  The assumption being BCH would accept this DS rental rate based on the 
lowest income households who quality for WHA housing 

2. RGI rates at 30% percent of income and 50% of units by type are set at this rate.  Again, this is 
assuming BCH would accept the proposed (historically) low rates 

3. PR rental rates set at 30% percent of above average WHA applicant incomes. In scenario # 3, 30% of 
the units by type are set at this rate.  Assumed Parcel A Premium units are attractive to the waitlist. 
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Rental Scenario # 5, Assumes Post-COVID-19 Resort business 
Includes the following rental assumptions:  All apartments would be rented at RGI rates of 30% of 
qualified WHA waitlist incomes, with a price set to attract above average household incomes, consistent 
with the quality of the buildings, apartments, amenities and location.  Best case scenario. 
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Appendix	B:		Scenario	Cash	Flow	Summary,	Operating,	Building	A	only,	46	units	
The following proforma cashflows include three standard assumption.   

1. A building cost of $37,004,904, including contingency, DCC’s and construction interest expense 
2. A 1% vacancy rate, due to the very large waitlist of potential tenants, and historically low turnover 
3. Mortgage term of 25 years (300 months) with an interest rate of 2.25% 
4. A preferential Debt Service Coverage of 1.1 

 

Rental Scenario # 1 :  Table 1, as per the BC Housing Grant Application 

Includes the following rental assumptions: 

1. Deep Subsidy Rates (“DS”) are province wide rental rates required for the BC Housing Grant (BCH).  
Rental rates for 20% of the building’s units must be set at the DS rate.  The provincial DS rate is 
approximately 10% of estimated pre-tax incomes for households on the WHA waitlist. 

2. Rent Geared to Income (“RGI”) assumes annual rent is equal to approximately 30% of estimated 
annual income of average WHA waitlist members before tax. In scenario 1 we have assumed 50% of 
the units are rented at the RGI rate.  Table 1 uses the suggested Lower Mainland rates provided by 
BCH. 

3. Premium Rent Geared to Income (“PR”) assume annual rent is equal to approximately 30% of 
estimated annual income of above average WHA waitlist members before tax. PR rates are aligned 
with WHAs highest rental rates.   In scenario 1 we have assumed 30% of the units are rented at the PR 
rate. Under the BCH RFP, this 30% are assumed to be “Market Rents” to offset the DS rates.  It is 
assumed the WHA would not rent to non-qualified employees, even if they could pay a higher rent.  
Hence the “Premium” category of qualified waitlist employees. 

 

 

 

Rental Scenario # 2: Similar to Table 1, except assuming DS and RGI relative the WHA waitlist profile 

Includes the following rental assumptions: 
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1. DS rental rate increased from rental scenario # 1 to approximated 15% of income and 20% of units by 
type are set at this DS rate.  The assumption being BCH would accept this DS rental rate based on the 
lowest income households who quality for WHA housing 

2. RGI rates at 30% percent of income and 50% of units by type are set at this rate.  Again, this is 
assuming BCH would accept the proposed (historically) low rates, based on the WHA waitlist 

3. PR rental rates set at the lowest market rates in the since the Olympics, excluding 3-bedroom units. 

 
 

Rental Scenario # 3, Includes BCH DS rates, and using historically moderate WHA RGI rates 

Includes the following rental assumptions: 
1. DS rental rate set at provincial rate to be eligible for the BC Housing Grant approximated 10% of 

Whistler income and 20% of units by type are set at this DS rate. 
2. RGI rates at approximately 30% percent of income and 50% of units by type are set at this rate, based 

on the existing WHA rental waitlist 
3. PR rental rates set at 30% percent of above average WHA applicant incomes. In scenario # 3, 30% of 

the units by type are set at this rate.  Assumed Parcel A Premium units are attractive to the waitlist. 
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Rental Scenario # 4, Includes Whistler DS rates, and normalized RGI waitlist  

 Includes the following rental assumptions: 

1. DS rental rate increased from rental scenario # 1 to approximated 15% of income and 20% of units by 
type are set at this DS rate.  The assumption being BCH would accept this DS rental rate based on the 
lowest income households who quality for WHA housing 

2. RGI rates at 30% percent of income and 50% of units by type are set at this rate.  Again, this is 
assuming BCH would accept the proposed (historically) low rates 

3. PR rental rates set at 30% percent of above average WHA applicant incomes. In scenario # 3, 30% of 
the units by type are set at this rate.  Assumed Parcel A Premium units are attractive to the waitlist. 

	
	
 
 
Rental Scenario # 5, Assumes Post-COVID-19 Resort business 
 
Includes the following rental assumptions:  All apartments would be rented at RGI rates of 30% of 
qualified WHA waitlist incomes, with a price set to attract above average household incomes, consistent 
with the quality of the building, apartments, amenities and location.  Best case scenario. 
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Rental Scenario # 6, Assumes Post-COVID-19 Resort business, NO GRANTS 
 
Includes the following rental assumptions:  All apartments would be rented at RGI rates of 30% of 
qualified WHA waitlist incomes, with a price set to attract above average household incomes, consistent 
with the quality of the buildings, apartments, amenities and location.  The proposed rates are similar to 
the most recent apartments rented by the WHA. 
 
This scenario assumes that the WHA would be interested in proceeding with Building A regardless of 
available funding.  It will require at least $2.5M additional equity to support the investment.  The 
additional equity could be provided by WDC, assuming surplus land sale revenue, or by the WHA 
leveraging other non-encumbered assets. 
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Appendix	C:		Scenario	Cash	Flow	Summary,	Construction	
 

Rental Scenario’s # 1a, 100 Units of WHA Rental 

Includes the following cashflow assumptions: 

1. BC Housing provide the full $12.1M grant subsidy. 
2. $2M additional grant subsidy from CMHC  
3. $2M infrastructure grant subsidy from the province, as part of the Mt Fee Rd extension 
4. $23.0M Take-out debt.  Although this could range between $22.5M - $28.0M (per analysis above) 
5. Market Lot sales in Spring 2022 once road paving is complete 
6. Maximum external construction funding $14.5 until lot sales Q2/Q3 2022 

 
Rental Scenario’s # 1b, 100 Units of WHA Rental 

Similar to 1a, except no infrastructure grant ($2,000,000), max construction funding $16.5 

 

 
 
 
 
Rental Scenario’s # 2a, 46 Units of WHA Rental 

Includes the following cashflow assumptions: 

1. BC Housing provide a partial $5.45M grant subsidy, based on Building A only 
2. $1.0M additional CMHC or Infrastructure grant (at the end of the project) 
3. $10.5M Take-out debt.  Although this could potentially be $14M (per analysis above) 
4. Market Lot sales in Spring 2022 once road paving is complete 
5. Sale of Building B to the WHA ownership waitlist Q4 2022 
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6. Maximum external construction funding $23.2 until lot sales Q2/Q3 2022 
 

Rental Scenario’s # 2b, 46 Units of WHA Rental 

Similar to 2a, except no housing or infrastructure grants are received.  This scenario is linked to Operating 
Cashflow Scenario Table 6, whereby the WHA (and/or WDC) could provide additional equity by way of 
cash contribution or leveraging existing non-encumbered rental assets. 

This scenario also contemplates the accelerated completion of Mt Fee Rd and the associated services to 
enable an earlier closing of any market lot pre-sales.  This would require a more ambitious construction 
program for the civil work, starting in the late fall of 2020.  The maximum construction funding required 
would be $20.5M through Q2 2022. 

 

 

 

 

Rental Scenario’s # 3a, 100 Units of WHA Ownership sales 

Includes the following cashflow assumptions: 

1. No grant funding is available 
2. All 100 units contained within Building A and B sold to the WHA ownership waitlist 
3. Building A completion and sale Q3 2022 
4. Building B completion and sale Q4 2022 
5. Market Lot sales in Spring 2022 once road paving is complete 
6. Maximum external construction funding $28.5 until lot sales Q2/Q3 2022 

 
Rental Scenario’s # 3b, 100 Units of WHA Ownership sales 
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Similar to 3a, except this scenario contemplates the accelerated completion of Mt Fee Rd and the 
associated services to enable an earlier closing of any market lot pre-sales.  This would require a more 
ambitious construction program for the civil work, starting in late fall 2020.  The maximum construction 
funding required would be $20.5M through Q2 2022. 
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Appendix	D:		BC	Housing	RFP	
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Appendix	F:		BC	Housing	RFP,	Requirements	and	Deliverables,	RGI	Rents	
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Appendix	E,	WDC’s	Fall	2020,	Spring	2021	site	work	plan	
 
 

The phased key map below identifies the general progression of clearing and preliminary site exploration and 
improvements anticipated by WDC prior to year end 2020.  In general it is anticipated all logging and clearing 
operations would be undertaken by Sqomish Forestly LLP, a Cheakamus Community Forest partner 
organisation.  To be efficient it is preferred to clear as much of the merchantable timber this fall, even into 
early winter.  The purpose of which is to recover as much income from the timber value as possible to offset 
falling, clearing, grubbing, stripping, organizing and shipping the timber assets.  Secondly, to allow the CCF to 
claim the cubic meters of lumber as part of its Annual Allowable Cut.  Lastly, to take advantage of the low 
recreational user traffic, to reduce any impacts on Riverside Trail or Forest Service Road (FSR) use.  All trucking 
of logs, clean organic debris (to RMOW composter stockpile at the Transfer Station), and any other exports 
can be done via the FSR at the time of least disruption. 

 

 

To reduce the overall time required to complete the proposed scope of work it is anticipated to create four 
work or storage zones: 

1. Parcel A, to manage the Phase 1 clearing.  All logs will be shipped via a temporary connection to the 
existing FSR.  The remaining organics, duff and stripping to be moved and stockpiled on either of the 
2nd or 3rd working zone, depending on timing, access and weather 

2. Parcel B, to manage all Phase 2 & 4 clearing.  The existing BC Hydro power line on the FSR significantly 
impacts the ability to load logging and bin trucks to export or move logs, clean organics, duff or clean 
soil stripping.  The Parcel B work zone is small and may require moving excess material to work zone 3 

3. Parcel D3 with an expanded (existing) clearing, to manage interim sorting and storage as successive 
phases of clearing are developing.  The existing clearing is to be used for temporary purposes only 

4. Parcel D2 and lower (future fill zone) portion of D3 to manage the anticipated volume of roadway 
organics, duff and strippings – to enable the exposure of subsurface rock required to be blasted or 
raised with approved structural rock material. 
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Phase #1  

a) Clearing, stripping, grubbing by CCF partner Sqomish Forestry LP  

Sqomish Forestry to use existing clearing to 
manage, sort, lay down and pile debris. 
 
Early removal of material allows Building A 
exploratory and pre-construction work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b) Excavation, Blasting, Parcel A, Building A + knuckle 
Clean up residual clearing debris ready for shipping to secondary sort zone 
 
Start bulk excavation of Building A to expose rock in preparation for blasting 
 
Move, place, compact bulk excavation material to future parking location 
 
Blast, with mats, the relatively shallow ridges & nuggets for Bldg A foundations 
 
Move, place, compact appropriate rock material to rough grade road Stn 0+100 – 0+200 
 
 
 
Phase #2  

a) Clearing, stripping, grubbing by CCF partner Sqomish Forestry LP  
 
Sqomish Forestry to clear beyond Building B 
to create staging within Parcel B 
 
Parcel B to be used as secondary lay down 
area to sort, stockpile, manage organics 
 
Clear, Grub & Strip road ROW Stn 0+200 – 
0+280 in preparation for rock work 
 
Geotech to inspect road sub-base conditions 
after stripping & grubbing 
 
Early removal of material allows Building B 
exploratory and pre-construction work 
 
Merchantable timber trucked out via FSR, Traffic flagging required at times 
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b) Excavation, Blasting, Road ROW Stn 0+160 – 0+280 

Complete rock cut preliminary work to establish road & trench blasting scope 
 
Drill & Blast to road sub-grade, including any trench blasting required 
 
Import available structural fill from Parcel A to create road base & erosion control 
 
Create temporary bypass FSR to enable BC Hydro works North of Parcel A 
 
 
 
Phase #3  

a) Clearing, stripping, grubbing by CCF partner Sqomish Forestry LP  
 
Sqomish Forestry to clear road ROW Stn 
0+330 – 0+600, including culd-i-sac 
Merchantable timber would be bunked until 
sufficient stockpile to truck out via FSR 
 
A portion of Parcel D2 to be used as 
secondary lay down area to sort, stockpile, 
manage 
 
No impact of existing FSR traffic until work 
begins between Stn 0+500 – 0+600 
Traffic flagging required during work in Stn 
0+500 – 0+600 zone 
 
Geotech to inspect road sub-base conditions after stripping & grubbing 
 
 
 
 

b) Excavation, Blasting, Building B 

Clean up residual clearing debris ready for shipping to secondary sort zone, move concrete forms and 
foundation material to knuckle location 
 
Building B requires significant blasting the at the South End, including access ramp 
 
Start bulk excavation of Building B to expose rock in preparation for blasting 
 
Move, place, compact bulk excavation material to adjoining areas needing structural fill 
 
Blast, with mats, the Southern corner and ramp, ridges & nuggets for Bldg B foundations 
 
Move, place, compact appropriate rock material to rough grade road Stn 0+150 – 0+280  
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Phase #4  
a) Clearing, stripping, grubbing by CCF partner Sqomish Forestry LP  

 
Sqomish Forestry to clear North side of 
existing FSR to enable re-alignment & 
services 
 
All work along the FSR is approved by FLNRO 
under “Works Permit #WP3077-20-01 
 
FSR would be diverted through Parcel A with 
traffic flagging control 
 
 
 
 
 

b) Excavation, BC Hydro services, existing FSR 
Trench and bury temporary BC Hydro ducts to maintain power through FSR 
 
Re-locate two existing power poles to provide safe construction separation from Parcel A,  
as per Webster Engineering Off-Site drawings and FLNRO Works Permit # WP3077-20-01 
 
Re-align FSR consistent with FLNRO Works Permit, including minor grading to avoid blasting 
 
Install temporary underground construction power to Parcel A  
 
 
 
Phase #5  

a) Clearing, stripping, grubbing by CCF partner Sqomish Forestry LP  
 
Sqomish Forestry to clear road portion of D2 
and D3 to geodetic elevation 658.0 
 
The section is a “fill zone” and provides the 
necessary working room to manage the 
expected large volume of organic material 
unsuitable to be within the road ROW. 
 
The work zone also allows for stockpiling of 
organic material not required at the transfer 
station due to recent inflow from CCF fuel 
management work along Cheakamus Lake 
Rd. 
 
The zone would eventually be stripped of surplus organic material and filled with structural fill once the 
remainder of D2 is prepared for the next phase of employee housing (2022) 
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b) Excavation, Blasting, Road ROW Stn 0+330 – 0+500 
Complete rock cut preliminary work to establish road & trench blasting scope 
 
Drill & Blast to road sub-grade, including any trench blasting required 
 
This is unlikely to occur before snow flies mid-November 2020 
 
 
Phase #6  

a) Clearing, stripping, grubbing by CCF partner Sqomish Forestry LP  
 
Sqomish Forestry to clear portion of D3 not visible from the Riverside Trail. 
 
This portion of work allows the start of bulk-blasting to provide the required 
structural fill necessary to grade portions of the new road and the civil portion of 
D3. 
 
 

b) Excavation, Blasting, Road ROW Parcel D3 (2021) 
 

Complete rock cut preliminary work to establish road & trench blasting scope 
 
Drill & Blast to D3 road sub-grade, including any trench blasting required 
 
Bulk blast future lots to required sub-grade.  Surplus material to be distributed 
 
 
 
 
 
Phase #7 Clearing, stripping, grubbing by CCF partner Sqomish Forestry LP  
 
Sqomish Forestry to clear road portion of D3 highly visible to the Riverside Trail. 
 
This portion of work would require orange fencing and the completion of the 
Riverside Trail re-alignment.   
 
Surplus blast rock would be used to fill, compact and grade future market house 
sites 
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Reference Documents:  
1) WDC Parcel A Project Plan Executive Summary 
2) WDC Parcel Analysis Workbook 
 
 


